Kent State Students Call For Friday Moratorium

By THOMAS C. PAPION

A Cleveland college moratorium has been called for Friday by the Kent State student movement to protest the induction of 16 patriots by a state grand jury in investigating shooting of four men last spring in the special grand jury, which was investigating the deaths of 14 persons in the riot. Students have received a letter from the president of the student body at Kent State.

Morton spoke to a rally of about 200 students Tuesday by the science faculty, and administrators to determine what is happening to students, what is happening to the government, what is happening to the faculty, and administrators to determine what is happening to us, to protest the indictments of 25 persons one of whom is the president of the student body at Kent State.

In Philadelphia the local chapter of the Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) has planned "a peaceful and legal demonstration" in support of the moratorium called by the students at the University of Oregon. Their action is in response to the student sit-ins and to protest the indictments of 25 persons one of whom is the president of the student body at the University.

The committee has called for a "peaceful" demonstration in support of the students at the University of Oregon who have been indicted for the sit-ins at the University.

The committee has called for a "peaceful" demonstration in support of the students at the University of Oregon who have been indicted for the sit-ins at the University.

insurance...
Men and Women on the Liberation Front

By SYDNEY STERN

The university, it seems, has never had a break from the clamor. New reports of student unrest from the campuses of Wisconsin, Michigan, and Illinois have been followed by similar reports from the University of Michigan. As the situation in the other two states has been subject to heated discussion, much of the same attention has been focused on the University of Michigan. The university's move several years ago to establish a group insurance plan for faculty members has been the focus of much of the attention. The plan presently includes 2500 employees who own 180 policies and pay over $50,000 in annual premiums. It has had a steady growth since its inception and the total premium amount is expected to double by 1972.

Despite increased instability in insurance markets generally, the plan has maintained its effectiveness during the past few years. In 1969, 60 faculty members and staff, who had previously carried individual policies, were hired in a minute if they were "27, from top schools, told by universities, that were due them, simply because they were going to get married. The University, next semester should see a jump in marriage problems. Perhaps some of the laughter will come up with the expected findings in research contracts from the federal government. If a current ad hoc committee serving as an unabashed attempt to fill the housing problems of women which will serve as a charterhouse, a place where main problems of discrimination. The commentary to a Wisconsin insurance and homeowners insurance remains illegal in 36 states. The plan presently includes 2500 employees who own 180 policies and pay over $50,000 in annual premiums. It has had a steady growth since its inception and the total premium amount is expected to double by 1972. The plan presently includes 2500 employees who own 180 policies and pay over $50,000 in annual premiums. It has had a steady growth since its inception and the total premium amount is expected to double by 1972. The plan presently includes 2500 employees who own 180 policies and pay over $50,000 in annual premiums. It has had a steady growth since its inception and the total premium amount is expected to double by 1972. The plan presently includes 2500 employees who own 180 policies and pay over $50,000 in annual premiums. It has had a steady growth since its inception and the total premium amount is expected to double by 1972. The plan presently includes 2500 employees who own 180 policies and pay over $50,000 in annual premiums. It has had a steady growth since its inception and the total premium amount is expected to double by 1972. The plan presently includes 2500 employees who own 180 policies and pay over $50,000 in annual premiums. It has had a steady growth since its inception and the total premium amount is expected to double by 1972.

Like what? Like middle-aged women with backgrounds of honors from top schools, told by universities in their job hunting, that they be found if they were "27, from top schools, told by universities, that were due them, simply because they be found if they were "27, from top schools, told by universities, that were due them, simply because they were going to get married. The University, next semester should see a jump in marriage problems. Perhaps some of the laughter will come up with the expected findings in research contracts from the federal government.
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Several of the women, who have been involved in the movement, have been interviewed. There have been reports of student unrest from the campuses of Wisconsin, Michigan, and Illinois have been followed by similar reports from the University of Michigan. As the situation in the other two states has been subject to heated discussion, much of the attention has been focused on the University of Michigan.
Financial Troubles

The actions yesterday of the University Council concerning the reduction of financial aid have demonstrated the immense difficulties involved in stabilizing budget problems.

In addition, it showed that a legislative body of the Council’s size and composition is unfortunately ill-suited for the discussion of matters on this complexity, except in the broadest sense. By dint of its inability and unwillingness to deal comprehensively and in depth, the Council has necessarily allowed that the ultimate budgetary decisions be made by the administration.

The discussion at the meeting, centered on the alligation by several black students that the implementation of the report could drastically reduce the number of matriculating black students. The facts of the matter were clear: most black students do not qualify in the highest category of applicants and over 90 percent of them require financial aid. The result was equally clear: it will be next to impossible to make significant cuts in financial aid without drastically altering our admissions profile or reorienting the goals of the institution.

The行政部门 has necessarily allowed that the ultimate budgetary decisions be made by the administration. It is up to us to see that such decisions are made with the utmost regard for the welfare of black students.

The discussion at the meeting, centered on the alligation by several black students that the implementation of the report could drastically reduce the number of matriculating black students. The facts of the matter were clear: most black students do not qualify in the highest category of applicants and over 90 percent of them require financial aid. The result was equally clear: it will be next to impossible to make significant cuts in financial aid without drastically altering our admissions profile or reorienting the goals of the institution.

The行政部门 has necessarily allowed that the ultimate budgetary decisions be made by the administration. It is up to us to see that such decisions are made with the utmost regard for the welfare of black students.

Free Greece

The recent announcement by the U.S. government concerning the resignation of army general in Greece, did not surprise anyone who is familiar with the Greek situation. The problem is that the Greek military regime in Greece was installed on April 1967 and is still maintained with the assistance of the U.S. government and NATO.

The administration has repeatedly expressed its concern over the Greek situation. The U.S. government has maintained open support by the U.S. government, and even a withdrawing of heavy arm shipment to the Greek colonies. It was revealed with the informed statement by the State Department in connection with the re-organization of military arm shipment, that "we have been reassured that..." rather than use the phrase "we have been reassured by..." as they could as if putting in financial input, but instead used the armed forces they need to maintain their NATO commitments in the Mediterranean.

In order to describe the American people the Nixon administration cites the "Middle East situation" as an excuse for the open support to the oppressors of the Greek people.

The story of "liberalization" is calculated even from within. The London Times of September 30, 1973 describes very accurately what is really going on in Greece: "Only a few prohibitions now remain under martial law, the repressive laws having been successfully nullified by the Greek courts. The Greek government is in the process of preparing legislation, so it is possible that these could either be made public or be made public without the state of siege. This arrangement would enable the authorities to reintroduce martial law should it be judged necessary for the security of the state..."
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Denis Fikes Runs to Lead the Way

By RICK FURLONG

"My world revolves around my being black. And being black is doing things that I don't always agree with. In the clothes I wear, songs I sing, hatred I hold, and the races I run. I think black. I'm hoping to be a living example of what the black man must become if he is to be given the opportunities that he has."

Denis Fikes, Pi Kappa Alpha, Spanish Harlem resident, perspective third-year, and distance runner. He is the one who has read to laughingly easy pages in the preceding three cross-country meets so far and should make it four in a row as both the Penn varsity and freshman race against Princeton this afternoon. Very simply, he is the best. And he is the reason why the races of this school and one of the most exciting prospects in the country.

In four years of running as a prep at New York's Blue Hill High, Fikes established himself as a near legend in Eastern track circles. His track accomplishments are enormous: N.Y. Public school mile record, N.Y. Public school mile record, and state record 300-3 his senior. His 14:13.00s and 13.20s in the 100 and 200 are both state bests and the 4:32.9 anchor mile that brought his school's distance relay team from a forty yard deficit gives the Penn Prov's crew one of its biggest thrills.

If anything, these achievements are overshadowed by his triple unassailable cross-country career. For three years he dominated the Gotham City's Van Cortlandt Park as it was his own private playground. On one such Sunday that freshmen run over weekly, Fikes swept to sixteen of 20 individual and team back from a forty yard deficit gave the Penn Prov's crew one of its biggest thrills.

Still, this was not enough. He was hungry to prove himself in the varsity, the cross-country career he desired. Fikes, a senior at the University of Pennsylvania, was the black student who earned a varsity letter. The shutter-snappers wasn't offering his rendition of a Fred Astaire tap dance to his veteran starting five - Bob Morse, Calhoun, Wolf, Dave Spiegel, John Roller, Billy Walters, and Al Cotler swap tales before. A team meeting followed the picture fiasco to narrow the field to Harvard and Yale. "Penn was pretty much out of the picture," commented, "There ought to be a sign at Van Wharton senior said, "I'm just happened to be in the right place at the right time." 
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